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trench warfare:one of the most demanding co-op modes in call of duty history, trench warfare is back in modern warfare 3. battle it out through the streets of new york or the jungles of vietnam, and search for clues that will lead you to buried treasure. each map has its own unique
look and feel, and new enemy types and a wide variety of high-intensity gameplay are sure to test your teamwork. no one was expecting this: a new console generation is here and the results are in. with its 3rd call of duty: modern warfare dlc, campaign ops brings you a new
challenge in special ops warfare. prestige: face the threat of crossfire in a hong kong hotel suite with an arsenal of tricked-out firepower. infiltration: sneak through darkened alleys and past a horde of armed guards in a crashed helicopter to penetrate an enemy stronghold. call of
duty: modern warfare 3 is the standalone first-person shooter for the next generation from the critically acclaimed developer of call of duty 4: modern warfare. delivering the most ambitious and cinematic call of duty experience to date, call of duty: modern warfare 3 includes a
story campaign with up to 24 players on the same team, an all-new cooperative mode, and new multiplayer features including faster, more responsive motion controls, and a new suite of advanced weaponry. call of duty: modern warfare 3 features the most advanced technology in
next generation shooter gaming. utilizing the power of the playstation 3, xbox 360 and pc, call of duty: modern warfare 3 provides players with a variety of game modes and a wide array of fresh, powerful weaponry.
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modern warfare 3's fourth and final dlc collection deploys with three multiplayer/survival mode maps, two special ops missions, and a special ops chaos mode for the ultimate trifecta of solo and co-op gameplay. call of duty's arsenal of content is defined by the term "guts," and with
its second downloadable collection, modern warfare 3 delivers more gut-punching call of duty action than ever before. this downloadable content is absolutely free. call of duty: modern warfare 3 delivers a multiplayer experience that continues to raise the bar by focusing on fast-

paced, gun-on-gun combat, along with innovative features that support and enhance a large variety of play-styles. killstreaks have been redesigned, new game modes are being introduced, and a gun progression system evolves your weapons over time. call of duty: modern warfare
3's second downloadable collection deploys with 3 multiplayer/survival mode maps, 2 special ops missions, and the introduction of 2 all-new face off maps. scoping the mediterranean, hamburg, a sprawling vacation resort and even the scottish islands, players hungry for action will

have no shortage of venues to test their multiplayer and special ops skills. team up. face off.modern warfare 3's second downloadable collection deploys with 3 multiplayer/survival mode maps, 2 special ops missions, and the introduction of 2 all-new face off maps. scoping the
mediterranean, hamburg, a sprawling vacation resort and even the scottish islands, players hungry for action will have no shortage of venues to test their multiplayer and special ops skills. 5ec8ef588b
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